Extracting relations between promoter sequences and their strengths from microarray data.
The relations between the promoter sequences and their strengths were extensively studied in the 1980s. Although these studies uncovered strong sequence-strength correlations, the cost of their elaborate experimental methods have been too high to be applied to a large number of promoters. On the contrary, a recent increase in the microarray data allows us to compare thousands of gene expressions with their DNA sequences. We studied the relations between the promoter sequences and their strengths using the Escherichia coli microarray data. We modeled those relations using a simple weight matrix, which was optimized with a novel support vector regression method. It was observed that several non-consensus bases in the '-35' and '-10' regions of promoter sequences act positively on the promoter strength and that certain consensus bases have a minor effect on the strength. We analyzed outliers for which the observed gene expressions deviate from the promoter strength predictions, and identified several genes with enhanced expressions due to multiple promoters and genes under strong regulation by transcription factors. Our method is applicable to other procaryotes for which both the promoter sequences and the microarray data are available.